MOM KNOWS BEST

LESSONS FROM THE JEDI MASTER

I

was never really a huge Star Wars fan. I saw
the original trilogy as a young kid, then saw the
first film in the prequels and said, “No thanks,
I’m good,” and then saw a couple of the recent
sequels in theaters. I was more of your typical,
“These movies are fun, just here for the cultural
phenomenon” viewer.
Something a lot of you may not know is I have my own
nerdy interests, like video games and anime. My casual
viewership of the “galaxy far, far away”, however,
changed over the last few months. I decided to give all
three trilogies a shot, and subsequently converted to
the Star Wars fandom. I’ve observed many interesting
themes throughout this franchise, one of which I’m
well-acquainted with: fear.
In the Star Wars context, the theme of fear is often
portrayed in a negative light, as something to be
avoided or suppressed. In the real world, however,
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we know denying emotions is essentially denying
human nature, and often, when we minimize or
ignore our negative thoughts and feelings, we may
actually intensify our problems.
One aspect of maternal mental health in particular
that’s been given more attention recently is
postpartum anxiety. Since most people talk about
postpartum depression, when moms are struggling
with intense worry, it’s common for this issue to be
overlooked. In my case, it took me many months
after becoming a mom to realize the fear I was
experiencing was more than just your typical new
mom worries. The second time around, I was
aware of the anxiety sooner; however, that fear was
intensified by experiencing a miscarriage (and thus,
the fear of loss) prior to my pregnancy.
Postpartum mental health issues can manifest
themselves in many different ways we might not

realize, such as irritability, sleep problems, rage, or
perfectionism, among others. It’s common to avoid
addressing our emotions, especially when we’re
so busy taking care of everyone else. But when we
leave our mental health unchecked, hoping things
will work themselves out, we’re planting a ticking
time bomb.
If you aren’t feeling like yourself or feel something
isn’t right, it’s probably time to get the support you
need—and deserve. Or, as Yoda might say, “Do or
do not; there is no try.”
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